Shape transitions during clathrin-induced endocytosis.
Endocytosis is among the most common transport mechanisms which cells employ to receive macromolecules, the so-called cargo, from its extra cellular environment. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), in particular, involves the cytoplasmic protein clathrin which induces formation and internalization of clathrin-coated membrane buds that contain extra-cellular cargo. Decades of experimental work have established that the morphology of the clathrin coat evolves with time and induces its curvature on the membrane bud; but energetics of the process remain unclear. Recent experiments by Avinoam et al. [Science 348, 1369 (2015)SCIEAS0036-807510.1126/science.aaa9555] reported that the area of the clathrin coat remains fixed while its curvature increases with time and also the clathrin molecules in the coat turn over rapidly. We show that these observations challenge existing models of coated membrane bud formation. We analyze their data to bring out certain features consistent with the underlying lattice structure of the coat. We hypothesize that membrane curvature inhibits clathrin deposition and propose a kinetic model that explains the area distribution of clathrin coats. We also show that their data on shape evolution of the coated membrane bud can be approximately understood from simple geometric considerations. However, the energetics of the coat formation which controls the kinetics of the process remains a puzzle.